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Ida Maree  

Australian artist Ida Maree has had quite a musical 

journey. From the dance clubs of the Gold Coast, to 

the theatres of Sydney, and into Black Gospel 

Churches of Melbourne, Houston, DC, Birmingham, 

LA, her travels and singing have encompassed the true 

path of a musician searching for the music in her life. 

Her debut album Saving Grace was acclaimed as The 

Album of the Year by Australia’s leading Radio Charts, 

best known for the success of her songs Saving Grace 

and Butterfly. While visiting Nashville in 2014, Ida 

came into contact with Grammy nominated producer 

Billy Smiley (WhiteHeart, Johnny Cash, Clay Aiken, and 

The Newsboys), and they formed a partnership 

bringing her songs and writings  to the forefront of 

music in 2020.  

With Billy coming from Detroit carrying the sounds of 

Motown and Stevie Wonder in his soul he brought in 

a great cast of young musicians and engineers who are 

shaping the Nashville landscape. Mixed by veteran 

Billy Whittington (Be Be and Ce Ce Winans, Denise 

Williams, and Michael W Smith) the project has come 

full circle to the national release of Chapter 2 , slated 

for a September, 2020 release. 

“The journey in the last 2 years of my life has been 

literally turned upside down and back; laced with 

heartbreak, musical completeness, sorrow, fear and 

the unknown in a new Chapter 2 of my life. To see the 

world plunge into a dark place at the beginning of 

2020 has made all of these songs that much more 

impactful for anyone who might hear it”.  Ida states. 

So many people are relating to the messages and the 

songs. I get emails all the time from saying how much 

the music has connected with them. Every line in every 

song speaks to me and my life.” 
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Singles 

How Can You Mend A Broken Heart 

Safe in Your Arms 

Watching and Waiting 

Stronger 
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When touring resumes, Ida will be ready for theatres, venues, women 

conferences, live events, and churches to share stories from her Shadowlands 

debut “Chapter 2”, which releases to all platforms on September 18, 2020. The 

world is waiting for this Australian phenomenon. Her newest single ”How Can 

You Mend A Broken Heart”, is a cover of the Bee Gee’s #1 hit song and releases 

August 28, 2020 worldwide. Coming to Spotify, Apple Music, YouTube, TikTok, 

Pandora, and Amazon, expect great things from Ida Maree in 2020 - 2022. 
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